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5. AI Art Bot

Introduction to MidJourney

Midjourney image-generating AI bot is a powerful tool for creating high-quality
and unique images quickly and efficiently through commands. With their ability
to learn and adapt, they are poised to play an increasingly important role in
industries that rely on high-quality images to drive innovation and growth.

Requirement

● Have a New account on a discord server with your Decent image
and Full Name.

● Have a Basic Knowledge to use discord and Mid Journey Bot.

The theme will be given during the contest.

The rules of the contest are

● Contest will take place on our discord server, so we will give our
server a link 2-3 days before the contest.

● A certain verification code will be given during the invitation link to
enter into the server.

● During the contest, Discord will be opened on the PC, and no other
tabs will be opened for finding answers, if found, it will result in
disqualification.

● During the Event, a user code will be given to the user to start your
task.

● The participants will get 30-60 minutes to generate the finalized
image within that stipulated time frame only.

● You have to finalize one image out of four which will be generated
by the bot and post it on the submit channel.



● The decision taken by our judges will be treated as fair and final for
the best image respective to the given theme and will be declared
as the winner.

● Maximum of five individuals from each college participate.

● The first 50 registered will only be allowed to participate.

Criteria for the selection process of the candidate:

● Composition of the Art

● Color Balance

● Story Behind

● Relevance to the Theme

● Catchy Title

No registration will be accepted after the sending of the invitation link.

For Reference:

Discord- https://youtu.be/dfyiDhA9lmI

Mid Journey bot- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjIZ1-Kobfs
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